Michel Lauzière Biography
“If you TIVO…record Michel to play at your next family gathering. Trust me;
you’re going to see something you’ve never seen before…Amazing! Absolutely
wonderful!” – David Letterman comments when Michel appeared on his show for
the first time.
How can one best define MICHEL LAUZIÈRE? He is a combination of inventor,
acrobat, comedian and musician rolled into one charismatic “Master of Unusual
Comedy”. From interpreting classical music with his famous horn suit to playing
popular themes using water guns, dishes, spoons, bottles or absolutely anything
he can find, MICHEL LAUZIÈRE reveals some of the most ORIGINAL AND
UNIQUE SIGHT GAGS ever performed.
Born in 1954 in Drummondville (Quebec), he showed early interest for comedy
and performing arts. At 15, amateur talent shows were his first stage experiences.
Soon after, he teamed up with a partner to create a comedy-juggling-magic-music
act. The duo became successful and eventually turned professional.
Michel launched his solo career in 1989; and his CLEVERLY CRAFTED SKITS
were an instant hit. Since then, he has performed in 55 countries, on 5 continents.
One-man shows, TV productions, variety festivals and corporate events in 475
CITIES (and counting), including New York, London, Paris, Rome, Istanbul, Beirut,
Dubai, Hong Kong, Tokyo, Seoul, Shanghai, Singapore, Buenos Aires…
MICHEL LAUZIÈRE has presented his full show in English, French, German,
Spanish, Italian, Portuguese and Japanese. Also, for TV appearances, he can
perform short visual and musical numbers, learning just a few efficient punch
lines in any language! But the key language in Michel’s career is MUSIC. His
ability to produce MELODIC SOUNDS OUT OF EVERDAY OBJECTS gradually
became his trademark. And now, Michel shares this expertise in his brand new
EDUCATIONAL show called “SCIENCE OF SOUND”, in which young audiences
get to enjoy Michel’s funniest routines, while learning the basic scientific
principles related to sound!
Artist of universal appeal, MICHEL LAUZIÈRE is one of the few comedianperformers who can charm and entertain audiences of all ages, all social
backgrounds and all cultures.

